
Art in Action 2019 - 2020
This exhibition involved 8 Polish artists, bringing together diverse ways of art making 
to create fully interactive experiences for children and their families.



The exhibition was initially shown in Poland in 2019, entitled “Sztuka Szuka i Stuka”. 
It was created as an initiative curated by a Polish curator, Bartosz Nowak. Bartosz 
gathered a diverse group of Polish artists to create a very unique interactive art 
experience for young people.



After a very successful reception in Poland in 2019, the idea of the exhibition was  
presented to Ann Davoren, the director of the Uillinn West Cork Art Centre. The 
exhibition was then transported to Ireland and shown in January 2020 in Uillinn, 
initiating great enthusiasm and generating interest amongst young people and 
their families. 





The exhibition presented a number of different approaches to creative 
interactive engagement.



Artists Ewa Bone and Ewa Kozubal created a surrealistic world of mobile 
sculptures placed in abstract physical spaces full of shapes and colours.



The opening was a great success

Many members of the community brought 
their families to experience the exhibition 
and talk to the artists.



These two sculptors created a tactile universe, easy to adjust, change, dismantle, 
and rearrange. 



The sculptures joined together a world of fantasy and many areas of 
contemporary art



Polish sound artist, Hubert Wińczyk, created a sound target, an installation  
to shoot with plastic guns using sponge ammunition. Hubert is a pacifist and he 
brought the guns as a conscious element of a creative question: Why do we produce 
toys which encourage children to play war?



At the same time Hubert amplified a number of artefacts which triggered  
sound while being hit. The artefacts reflected our past technologies, and the way we 
discard them to replace them with modern achievements. New generations are often 
unaware about technologies which were developed and used prior to their birth.







Professor Aleksandra Ska developed work based on symbols: the way they are 
understood, their place in society, educative purpose, and potential to 
encourage free artistic expression.



In her work, Aleksandra questions the place of freedom in human culture. Her stencils 
are provocations allowing for anarchistic, uncontrolled behaviour on white pristine 
walls of a public institution. 



The stencils provoked how to think about symbolic manifestation. The children asked 
their parents about the symbols used in the gallery and their meaning.







This work generated particular momentum that made the drawing spill outside of 
dedicated working areas onto other parts of the art centre. 



The little anarchy had spread across the gallery spaces









The rocking pig was a interactive rocking sculpture which pointed at all the animal 
characters that are used as entertainment for children in TV shows or as physical 
objects. The artist pointed at the objectifying nature of our culture.



It became a source of great entertainment for all ages





The Touch of Time was an interactive live streaming video installation which 
allowed for manipulations of objects and translusive elements placed on lit 
surfaces.



Translusive photographs were transmitting places from Ireland to Poland, from distant 
gathered artefacts, to direct contact in a gallery space. They referred to my fascination of 
the material/immaterial world.



That fascination opened up multiple possibilities for interaction. The participants 
(children and their families) were invited to look, touch, change, compose and 
decompose the translusive images and objects. 



It took a while for the participants to connect the projected image with their own actions. 
Some of them didn’t realise the impact of the material they manipulated, which influenced 
the combined large projection in front of them.



The work had multiple purposes. It allowed for shared experiences between the artist and 
the public while pointing at awareness of being here and now. It highlighted the fact that 
our actions often have bigger consequences than we can actually observe.



In each gallery the work gained its unique character. It adjusted and transformed to 
allow for engagement with its interactive character.









IMLYA Interactive Museum of Languages for Young Audiences



The Museum of languages was created in 2021, commissioned by Mothertongues 
Festival as part of Cruinniú experience for children and their families. 



The museum of languages consists of a number of interactive sculptures and 
artefacts, related to each other through the fascination about language, 
memory, culture and art.



The Screen of Memory is a reflective steel plate which holds letters of six different 
alphabets and artefacts which are activating stories from the past.





The wooden plates are called Memo Discs. Each disc is engraved with an image from the 
culture and language of its origin, carrying an encoded memo-story from the culture to which 
it refers.



Each plate has a memo tracker which allows to watch and to listen to the 
story  which can be activated in the next sculpture, The Story Telling Well. 



The Story Telling Well is an interactive sculpture which activates stories told in different 
languages, referring to and bringing together diverse cultures from around the world.



The memo discs have embedded codes which activate The Story Telling Well when they 
are placed close to the arms of the sculpture.



The Incal is a sculpture based on Aztec, Inca and Mayan cultures. It incorporates 
ancient stone carvings related to those cultures and refers to their knotted languages 
which can be performed, and explored during the interaction with the sculpture.



Various knots communicate coded information used by the ancient cultures.



The amount of loops of the line and the kind of a knot were particular to the 
culture which was using the knotted language.



There is a long scroll of Kanji symbols introducing the far East sign calligraphy. 
The symbols create a guideline for calligraphy which can be explored during a 
complementary workshop. 



There is a set of puzzles which refer to language discoveries and observations 
(described by Manchán Magan) about how the Irish language describes colours. The 
great capacity of this language is captured in variation of colours and shapes of this 
interactive sculpture.



The same puzzle is translated into the Braille language, to create a sensory 
experience which familiarises children with the language for those who can’t see.



At the same time this puzzle rises a question: How do blind people 
experience the idea of colours?



The puzzles can be combined to give children the opportunity to chose which 
lingual exploration they are interested pursue. 



The children very much enjoyed being introduced to the idea of multilingualism through 
interactions with the contents of the museum.







It provokes curiosity and allows for conversations within families about cultural 
diversity and ways of relating to multicultural experiences.



Thank You!!!


